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Case Histories Presenting Solutions

• Detect thin beds

• See fracture trends

• Identify faults

• Estimate reservoirs from geobodies

• Map distinct depositional interfaces



Clastics and Thin Beds
Brazoria County offshore bar discovery
Southern Oklahoma lap-out play
Deep South Louisiana exploration – to drill or not?
Exploration in Texas using geobodies to determine potential reservoirs

Using SOM for interpretation
East Texas unconformity mapping for truncated sands
Interpretation difficulties when you have carbonate on carbonate.

Sub-Optimal Data Quality can still give you good results

Carbonate reservoirs
Shallow Chalk play in Central Texas
Reef play in West Texas – again – to drill or not to drill?
Using mud logs in carbonates to differentiate subtle rock changes.



How does Paradise work, and what does it do?
The SOM process in Paradise uses multiple seismic attributes at one time to look for natural patterns
which occur in the Earth.  It is both a “Pattern Recognition” and “Cluster Analysis” tool, similar to classification
technology used on Wall Street and in the medical profession.  It works on the statistical analysis of millions 
of bits of information from the seismic data at EACH AND EVERY SAMPLE within the window of investigation.
Because it is using sample statistics and not the wavelet, the patterns can reveal very subtle variations in the 
deposition of stratigraphy, and many times well below conventional tuning analysis of the seismic wavelet. With the
right combination of attributes, it is possible to detect very thin beds at depth and determine reservoir limits.

The use of varying topologies (actually how many “patterns” or classes one wishes to interpret) guides the inter-
pretation process.  Use too few neural classes and the tendency is to aggregate patterns together for a more
regional or coarse view of the subsurface.  Use too many neural classes and run the risk of breaking up the 
patterns into pieces too small to accurately interpret.  There are only so many naturally occurring patterns or 
lithologies in the subsurface in any given area, so it is trial and error to determine the critical number of classes
to use for interpretation.  Typically, neural analysis is limited to zones within horizons or based on a time window
above or below a horizon to focus on the reservoir or zone of interest.

The end result is a break-out of discrete patterns where every sample in a particular class has the same rock properties
as every other sample in that class, thereby allowing one to see very specific occurrences of a class within a 3D volume
regardless of well control.  This makes the process more valuable than typical “inversion” of seismic data, because it
is not dependent on well control for the model, nor is it based on wavelet information from convoluted petrophysical
computations.



Paradise “Single Sample Resolution” – number crunching!

Competitors use Waveform
Resolution of either ½ or Full
Wave Resolution to minimize
Data Processing requirements

The Paradise Software uses
Single Sample Resolution
In order to enhance the
Neural Cluster Process

This Drawing is actual 
Seismic Amplitude 
data in 2ms sample 
rate



Every Sample from each Attribute is 

Input into a PCA or SOM Analysis



Sample Interval (1 ms)

Bin Size

Tuning Thickness
for this example

Scale of SOM Results
NOTE:  Data points or samples associated with patterns 
identified by neurons are discrete points.  There is no 
interpolation between data points as in amplitude data. 
The “tuning thickness” in sample statistics is based 
upon the interval velocity of the rock from which 
the sample is taken.



Clastics and 
Thin Bed Environments



Depth Map on Top Alibel Sd.
CI  = 50’

Brazoria County Middle Frio Test at 10,800 feet.

Inline

Arbitrary-Strike Line



Inline showing key well which has produced over 450MBO to date (PSTM Enh wiggle overlay)

~-10,800’ (-3290m)



Arbitrary Line – PSTM Enhanced  Brazoria County Middle Frio

Alibel Pick

Flattened time slice

Strike line along the fault block



Inline through Key well (PSTM Enh wiggle overlay) – Paradise display

Pattern representing “bar” development in Alibel – black line is flattened time slice 17 ms below mapped Alibel surface



Arbitrary Line using Paradise software – attributes used were designed to find sands with porosity

Pattern representing “bar” development in Alibel – black line is flattened time slice 17 ms below mapped Alibel surface



Flattened Time Slice 17 ms below Alibel horizon
showing rough aerial extent of sand bar

Possible tidal channel cut

Wells were poor producers – not because of mechanical failure
But because of limited reservoir extent!



Discovery Well
467’ outside of 
production unit

Original producing well



PAY – IP 250 BOPD + 1.1MMcfgpd
From 6 feet (1.8 m) of perforations!

Had thin pay in 4 feet of Grubbs Sand as well



Southern Oklahoma – Lap-out play – 1ms sampling

Green Neuron is productive zone

Lap Out PointDip Section in Time



Looking for up-dip Lap-outs near shelf edges

Wet well

Proposed wells to get
up dip from wet well with 
sand, and on maximum slope



Southern Oklahoma – Lap-out play - Seeing thin bed reservoirs

Arb Line

Prop Loc

Wet Well

Flattened Time Slice near key horizon

Success rate in this field has been 17 out of 18 wells



ChrisR Massive Top - Grid

Arbitrary Line

Discovery Well

Potential location

Deep South Louisiana thick
Chris R sands at 20,000+ feet
(6096 meters).

Client had a “look-alike” structure
across a fault block from a discovery
well making 30 MMcfg + 2000 BC/d
This well has already made over
40 BCF, and the belief is that the 
total reservoir is around 120 Bcfg +
20 MMbo

But, before they spent $30MM+ to 
put the acreage together and drill,
thought they would “verify” with
Paradise.

Dry Hole

Poor Producer
Different Sand



Arbitrary line in 0-40 degree Stack volume from gathers

Prospect Location Discovery Well

Top Chris R Massive Grid

Base Chris R Massive Grid

Limestone “cap”



Prospect Location Discovery well

Starting with a lower Topology (# of patterns to look for) allows one to see the simple stratigraphic changes in the section. The yellow line probably
represents a water level in the upper perforation’s reservoir.  One does not see that blue pattern in the upper section of the Massive anywhere else
along the arbitrary line.  It is present in the middle portion of the massive in the other wells.  Also notice the light green “halo” above the reservoir in the 
Discovery well.  It is not present anywhere else in the section, except downdip of the dry hole (in the Massive), where there is also the light blue pattern all
the way up to the Top ChrisR Massive horizon.  It is not present at the Proposed Location.



Proposed Loc

Discovery well

Here is the location of the “green” pattern
which is above the Discovery well as it
occurs throughout the analysis volume.

This volume was created by using the 
combination of attributes listed below using
the 30-44 degree volume and a time window
which was -50 ms above the Top ChrisR
Massive horizon and stopping at the Base
ChrisR Massive horizon in a 6x6 topology
(looking for 36 patterns).  The attributes
used were those suggested in the Principal
Component Analysis as being the best to
respond to the seismic data from which
they were created. 

You can see the Discovery well is within the 
neuron, but the other wells do not penetrate
that pattern.



CUM: 370.8MM + 8353 BO
Converted to SWD

CUM: 752MM + 16.5MBO

CUM: 1.5 Bcfg + 64.7 MBO- To Date

CUM: 960MMcfg + 18.5 MBO

CUM: 157.2MMcfg + 2114 BO
Drilled a year after the Anderson

Area of Interest - ~300+ ac

CUM: 2.7BCFG + 62.9 MBO

Arbitrary Line



Low Probability Volume – outside “edge” of data points are furthest away from 
center of cluster – and are considered “most anomalous”. So if attributes are used which are “hydrocarbon indicators”
then the “low probability” anomalies could possibly be hydrocarbon indicators.  At the very least, they would tend to 
show the best of the properties of the attributes used in the analysis

Anomalous data point

Outer 10% of points in the cluster

10%

90%



Arbitrary Line – 1% Low Probability

Mohat Field Starr-Lite NorthEagle Lake GU

c



Mohat Field

Prospective Area

Arbitrary LineArbitrary Line

Dry hole is structurally 
out of anomaly



Arbitrary Line

Arbitrary Line

Neuron in white is Neuron #8, also key is Neuron #7 in yellow 
right below white

Dry hole is structurally out of anomaly



Geobody #176 (Neuron #8).  Total sample count of 19,531 
(2ms x 110’ x 110’)

Hydrocarbon Pore volume of 663,604,200 Cubic Feet
Divide by: 43,560 (Square feet in an acre) = 15,234 ac-ft
Estimate Recovery factor: 1000Mcf/ac-ft
Estimate of Reserves: 15.2 BCFG 

Geobody #177 (Neuron #8)  Total sample count of 5973 
(2ms x 110’ x 110’)

Hydrocarbon Pore volume of 202,944,400
Divide by: 43,560  (Square feet in an acre) = 4,659 ac-ft
Estimated Recovery factor: 1000Mcfg/ac-ft
Estimate of reserves: 4.659 Bcfg

Field total production: 4.123 Bcfg + 98 MBO
Multiply Oil by 7 = 686 MMcfg (gas equivalent of oil produced)
Total gas equivalent: 4.809 Bcfg (4% error from calculated 
geobody reserves)

Geobody #176

Geobody #177



Sweetness Average Energy

NRG (Energy Absorption) Relative Acoustic Impedance



Using SOM for 
interpretation



East Texas Oil field – Cretaceous Age – Oil and Gas at 14,000’+ (~4270 meters)

Base Chalk Unconformity Horizon



Unconformity surface

Crossline

W E



Seeing the classification results allows one to better discriminate the true unconformable surface and map the
incised valley fill from the chalk detritus as well as see where the eroded sands can be targeted.

Cum: 1.8 Bcfg + 172 MBO



Inline – PSTM AVO-Stk

Crossline – PSTM AVO-Stk

Original Top Chester 
Interpretation

Delaware Basin – New Mexico

In this case, we have 
a carbonate sitting on top
of another carbonate
(Chester age – Mississippian
sitting on Devonian-age rocks)

It is hard to map and distinguish
between the two carbonate 
sequences and the Mississippian
clastics above the Chester.  There
are numerous unconformities
and tectonic changes, which 

makes for a difficult 
interpretation.



Inline – HighRes PSTM AVO-Stk

Crossline – HighRes PSTM AVO-Stk

Original Top Chester Pick

High Res processing courtesy of Seimax Technologies



Inline – SOM-3x3_3attributes-Inst-HighRes_-150 - +50 Devonian

Crossline – SOM-3x3_3attributes-Inst-HighRes_-150 - +50 Devonian

New Mississippian interpretation

Original Mississippian Pick

Original Devonian Interpretation

New Devonian interpretation

Low topology (fewer
Neurons) helps see basic
stratigraphic details

Used Instantaneous Phase,
Normalized Amplitude and
Instantaneous Frequency as
attributes



End result is much more sensible interpretation, which appears to more “stratigraphically correct”

New Chester pick (yellow) 

New Devonian pick (yellow) 

Old Chester pick (cyan) 

Old Devonian pick (green) 



Can you spot the low angle thrust fault?



Low Angle Thrust

Repeated Section



In the PSTM volume the Mississippian reef is hardly visible

45 acres



45 acres

Possible Flat Spot

Possible Flat Spot



Structure K1 Curvature draped over horizon

Similarity_Energy Ratio over same horizon



Time slice in Coherence between Simpson and Arbuckle levels

Thrust Fault

Time slice in Paradise between Simpson and Arbuckle levels

Thrust Fault

The Coherence data does not show the detail in faulting,
fracturing and stratigraphic changes that the Paradise Classification does.  The Paradise volume was made using
Coherence along with four curvature volumes



AVO2_2ms_-180 deg

Deep Pressured Sands in S. Louisiana – sub-optimal data quality

~19,000’

Perforations



Cum: ~2 BCF + 135 MBO

Finding Deep Pressured Sands in S. Louisiana  - in poor signal/noise data

Time slice at perforated interval

Well has been producing for over 30 years and 
been an excellent producer (over 50 B and over 1.2 MMBO)



Time slice at level of perforations
Showing reservoir close to “flat spot”
One can see “braided channels” in definition



Example SOM SD 26.5 Hz Trace

48

OUTLINE Previous Next

Inline Segment Karst Feature
57

49
56

48
47

Seismic data owned and provided 
courtesy of Seitel, Inc.

NOTE:   Seismic thickness within arrow  is 110ms NOTE:   Seismic thickness is 110ms 

UEF

EFS
h



Carbonate
Reservoirs



Time Structure Map – Top Austin Chalk
CI = 10 ms (~50’)

Arbitrary A

3 wells – 158 MBO



Top Austin Chalk

Positive increase in angle/offset on peak event shows slight AVO effect

Gather at Key well



Neurons 71 (main), 53, 62, 72, and 82 (supporting) better define porosity

Well has produced over 128MBO at 2100 feet (640 m)

Perf: 2155-79’ (24’ - ~4 samples)

Perf: 2134-55’ (21’ - ~3 samples)

“Support” neurons



Low Probability turned off 



Could be showing signs of depletion with 10% Low Probability turned on



Similarity_Sobel Filter on flattened time slice at Top of Austin Chalk



Total Production for West Texas Reef Field: 1,544,211 BO + 587,202 Mcfg

West Texas Reef field is on the
east edge of the Permian Basin
It is a Pennsylvanian-Age Reef which
builds into Wolf Camp and
Sprayberry sections.  The
field was discovered in 1994.

Reef – to drill or not to drill?
THAT is the question!



Prospect Area

Arbitrary Line

“Show well” – 2929 BO

Wells shown on map are greater than 7000’ deep



In order to better evaluate the 
Reef structure and pinpoint the 
porosity zone, a secondary horizon
was created below the main portion
of the Reef complex. Part of the map
(SW corner) had to be manually
picked to stay consistent with the 
rest of the map.

By having a secondary horizon in
place, Paradise could then evaluate
everything between the Top of the
Reef and what was below.

Time Map on Reflector Below Reef
CI = 2ms

Wells shown on map are greater than 7000’ deep



Show well West Texas Reef Field

Prospect Reef

Arbitrary Line through Key wells in Amplitude volume (no other attribute volumes were provided) 

Upper Reef horizon

Horizon pick below reef



Arbitrary Line in Paradise Neural Analysis

Show well Pennsylvanian Reef Field

This analysis was a 7x7 topology (used 49 neurons for 49 “patterns”) – using attributes designed to find stratigraphic edges, 
porosity and hydrocarbon indication.  It was run from 20 ms above the Top Reef horizon to 20ms above the Base Reef horizon.  
Porosity and hydrocarbon zones are outlined in yellow within the reef, and encompasses Neurons # 4,5,6,10,11,12 and 18.  
The variations in neurons could be porosity differences, change of matrix of the limes and permeability changes.  True base of 
Reef is sketched in a light green.

True Base of Reef

Reef Prospect



Key Neurons have been isolated to just above and just below perforated zones in Reef Field  

Show well – 2929 BO

Prospect Area

Pennsylvanian
Reef Field

Well produced from San 
Andres
but went deep enough to 
miss reef

Wells shown on map are greater than 7000’ (2134m)deep



Approximately 7.6 acres

Approximately 4.2 acres

Approximately 133 acres

A direct overlay from the 3D viewer onto the base map in Kingdom shows the relative size of the reef areas in question.  
The original prospect generator believed the prospect contained almost 1 MMbo, but the client and I believe it would be
generous to give the potential more than 100 Mbo, which is not economic given the cost of acreage and drilling/completion.



Tying the patterns to something
meaningful!



This zone is very fossiliferous

Starting here – very few fossils

Tying patterns in Paradise to Mud Logs



Complicated lithologies can be explained by the patterns in 
the data

Chert layer



Hi Res

372.3

MBOE

NW                                             SE

Basal Clay Sh -

AC

8

6

NOTE:   Seismic thickness is 
100ms 

Lo Res

22

12100

12000

GR Deep RES  RHOZ - SPHI
DTCO

TARGET ZONE

8V / 
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Log Track Display from Paradise

Well #8 Rust Geobody 1

Top EF Ash

N63 & 64

N55
N54/60/53

N1

Top 
BUDA



SOM Classification using multiple attributes and working on sample statistics
can work in any depositional environment.  It is not “one and done”, but an
iterative process to calibrate to well data and learn to interpret what the patterns
mean in terms of lithology and stratigraphy.  A good understanding of depositional
“forms” is necessary to clearly see the information the patterns are disclosing!

Also, and understanding of attributes and what they can discern in 
seismic data is very important – the key to success!

Summary and Conclusion


